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QUESTION 1

An Alexa Skill Builder needs to have knowledge of the previous prompt that was presented to the user in order to give
context to the user\\'s response. 

How can the Builder accomplish this? 

A. Find the corresponding prompt using the list events feature 

B. Store a reference to the prompt used as a session attribute 

C. Call the Intent Request History API to identify which prompt was used. 

D. Parse the context object from the skill request. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The namespace value in the header of the incoming directive for an Amazon Alexa smart home skill specifies the: 

A. context of the message 

B. capability interface of the message 

C. endpoint specified in the message 

D. control message for the directive 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/device-apis/alexa-errorresponse.html 

 

QUESTION 3

An Alexa Skill Builder receives feedback from users that a specific utterance causes Amazon Alexa to trigger the skill\\'s
AMAZON.HelpIntent rather than triggering the correct intent and slot. 

How can the Builder reproduce this behavior to troubleshoot the problem? 

A. Use the AWS Lambda test feature to send a request with the given intent and slot combination. 

B. Set up a unit test in the code base to simulate what happens when the given intent and slot combination are
dispatched within the skill. 

C. Use the Manual JSON tab on the Test page of the developer console to see what happens when a request for the
given intent and slot combination is sent to the skill 

D. Use the Alexa Simulator tab on the Test page of the developer console to test the utterances the users have
reported. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alexa Skill Builder is designing a skill with an intent that needs six slots to be filled. It is unlikely that a user will
provide all the slot values in a single utterance, so the slot fulfillment should be split up into a multi-turn conversation. 

What can the Builder do in the developer console to have Amazon Alexa elicit any missing slots, without specifying each
of the slots in the backend code? 

A. Keep track of what slots are filled in session attributes, and in the backend code, prompt the user for the missing slots
using Dialog.ElicitSlot. 

B. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.Delegate
directive until all slots are filled. 

C. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.ConfirmSlot
directive until all slots are filled 

D. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.ElicitSlot
directive until all slots are filled. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/create-the-interaction-modelfor-your-
skill.html 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder needs to change the invocation name of a new skill. 

What status should the skill be in to make this change? 

A. In Development 

B. Build 

C. In Certification 

D. Edit 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/choose-the-invocation-namefor-a-custom-
skill.html 

 

QUESTION 6

An Alexa Skill Builder is creating a skill that requires the user to authenticate by speaking a PIN before an order status
can be retrieved. 
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According to best practices, how should the PIN value be collected? 

A. Use AMAZON.SearchQuery 

B. Use AMAZON.FOUR_DIGIT_NUMBER 

C. Use multiple slots of type AMAZON.NUMBER 

D. Use a custom slot with zero to nine as values. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An Alexa Skill Builder wants to add a short audio clip to a skill with SSML. The Builder records a 6-second audio clip
using a high-end microphone and recording application and exports the file with a bitrate of 48 kbps. The file is then
uploaded to a public Amazon S3 bucket. 

The Builder then updates the SSML to return: 

When testing the skill, Amazon Alexa responds with "There was a problem with the requested skill\\'s response" every
time. 

How should the Builder resolve this error? 

A. Record a shorter audio clip. 

B. Re-export the audio file with a smaller bitrate. 

C. Re-export the audio file to .mp3 instead of .wav 

D. Update the interaction model to enable the AudioPlayer interface 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

According to Amazon Alexa best practices, how should an Alexa Skill Builder prevent unintentional requests against a
skill\\'s backend when using AWS Lambda? 

A. Ensure that the session ID provided by the request to Lambda is not already in use. 

B. Rotate the Lambda ARN regularly to prevent others from using the service. 

C. Retrieve the Application ID property from the request JSON and validate it against the Lambda environment
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variables. 

D. Provide the Lambda trigger with the Application ID so that it validates on the ask trigger. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

An Alexa Skill Builder wants a skill to inform the users of the number of times they have launched the skill. 

What approach should the Builder take to track this information? 

A. Store and increment a launchCount session attribute. 

B. Using the ASK SDK, implement a persistent attribute that is stored and retrieved from Amazon DynamoDB. 

C. Perform a scan of the Amazon DynamoDB table for the number of records and count each record as a skill launch. 

D. Set up a global variable in the code project that increments each time the code is invoked by Amazon Alexa. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/alexa-skills-kit-sdk-for-nodejs/manageattributes.html 

 

QUESTION 10

An Alexa Skill Builder has created a custom skill about basketball including a HowToPlayBasketball intent. When
looking at the Intent History page in the developer console, the Builder sees that a number of users are asking the skill
how to play baseball. The Builder wants to add a relevant response directing the user back to the topic of basketball. 

How should the Builder implement this? 

A. Add AMAZON.FallbackIntent and respond with a message about baseball in the handler 

B. Create a custom intent related to baseball, and when matched, provide a relevant response 

C. Add more sample utterances related to baseball in the HowToPlayBasketball intent 

D. Create a new custom baseball slot and add a slot-filling utterance to the HowToPlayBasketball intent. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/blogs/alexa/post/c97f3bb7-9701-41e8-ac06-a3a44b9f1638/usethe-new-
fallback-intent-to-respond-gracefully-to-unexpected-customer-requests 

 

QUESTION 11

An Amazon Alexa interactive story skill needs to provide users with the option to resume the skill from where users left
off when they last used the skill. 

Where should the data be stored to ensure that the skill will start at the correct location? 
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A. In a JSON file along with the skill\\'s AWS Lambda function 

B. In Amazon DynamoDB 

C. In the skill\\'s session object 

D. In the skills\\'s request object 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/in-skill-purchase/add-isps-to-a-skill.html 

 

QUESTION 12

An Alexa Skill Builder is creating a skill that will identify an actor who spoke a famous piece of movie dialog, given just
the dialog text and an optional movie name. The Builder created the FindActorIntent as shown below, but Amazon Alexa
returns an error when it builds the model. 

Why is Alexa failing to build the model? 

A. Intents can have one built-in slot type only 

B. All sample utterances within an intent should have both slots 
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C. SearchQuery is combined with another intent slot in an utterance. 

D. "Dialog" is a reserved keyword in the Alexa Interaction Model schema. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://forums.developer.amazon.com/questions/112932/got-error-codeinvalidintentsamplephraseslot.html 

 

QUESTION 13

An Amazon Alexa skill fetches data for users from a third-party API and the wait for the response from that call is
variable, often taking up to 5 seconds. 

What is the recommended method for notifying users that a skill is working on the request and has not failed to
respond? 

A. Prefetch the data that is expected to the required by the skill from the third-party API using Amazon CloudWatch
Events. 

B. Call the Progressive Response API and send a directive, such as VoicePlayer.Speak 

C. Ask a follow-up question for clarification to engage the user while waiting for the initially requested response. 

D. Respond to the user stating that the data will be ready soon, and upon the next launch of the skill, provide the user
with the response they initially requested. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/send-the-user-a-progressiveresponse.html 

 

QUESTION 14

An Alexa Skill Builder is developing a skill that tells users facts about their neighborhoods using their postal codes.
When running the skill, users receive error messages from their Amazon Alexa devices. When the Builder checks the
logs, error messages are being sent when the device location API is used to get users\\' postal codes. 

What are the potential causes of this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. The Alexa devices are registered in the incorrect postal code. 

B. The AWS Lambda function is not registered to the skill. 

C. The users have opted out of giving their location information. 

D. The application ID of the skill does not match the expected application ID of the AWS Lambda function. 

E. The skill is not registered to access information in the developer console. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 15
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An Amazon Alexa trip planner skill has several intents and slots. One of the intents is PlanMyTripIntent and 

some of the slots are fromCity, toCity, departDate, and returnDate. The following is a sample dialog: 

User: Ask plan my trip to start a new trip leaving from Seattle. 

Alexa: You said you are leaving from Seattle, right? 

User: Yes 

Alexa: I\\'ve saved your trip. Do you want to create another trip? 

User: Yes 

What will be invoked upon the user\\'s final "Yes"? 

A. PlanMyTripIntent 

B. AMAZON.CancelIntent 

C. AMAZON.YesIntent 

D. LaunchRequest 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/request-types-reference.html 
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